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Regulation of mRNA cap methylation
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The 7-methylguanosine cap added to the 5′ end of mRNA
is essential for efficient gene expression and cell viability.
Methylation of the guanosine cap is necessary for the translation
of most cellular mRNAs in all eukaryotic organisms in which it has
been investigated. In some experimental systems, cap methylation
has also been demonstrated to promote transcription, splicing,
polyadenylation and nuclear export of mRNA. The present review

discusses how the 7-methylguanosine cap is synthesized by
cellular enzymes, the impact that the 7-methylguanosine cap has
on biological processes, and how the mRNA cap methylation
reaction is regulated.
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INTRODUCTION

Eukaryotic mRNA is modified by the addition of the 7-methyl-
guanosine ‘cap’ to the first transcribed nucleotide. From
yeast to humans, this modification is necessary for efficient
gene expression and cell viability. The 7-methylguanosine cap
is required for the translation of the majority of mRNAs,
and it has also been reported to stabilize mRNA against
attack by exonucleases and to promote transcription, splicing,
polyadenylation and nuclear export of mRNA. Formation of the
7-methylguanosine cap occurs as the substrate mRNA is being
transcribed and is catalysed by enzymes which are recruited to
RNA polymerase II. Cellular proteins which regulate mRNA
cap methylation are likely to function either by regulating the
recruitment of the cap methyltransferase to RNA polymerase
II, or by regulating the cap methyltransferase activity. Several
cellular factors have now been found which regulate mRNA cap
methylation and these are discussed in the present review. Viruses
also have mechanisms to ensure efficient mRNA cap methylation.
Since this is out of the scope of the present review, readers are
directed two other excellent reviews which discuss regulation
of cap methylation by viral proteins [1,2]. Furichi and Shatkin
[2] also provide a comprehensive history of the discovery of the
mRNA 7-methylguanosine cap.

CREATION OF THE 7-METHYLGUANOSINE CAP

The 7-methylguanosine cap is joined to the first transcribed
nucleotide via the 5′ hydroxyl group, through a triphosphate
linkage, to produce m7G(5′)ppp(5′)X, where m7G is 7-methyl-
guanosine, p is a phosphate group and X is the first transcribed
nucleotide (Figure 1a) [2,3]. This 5′–5′ linkage is in contrast
with the 3′–5′ phosphodiester bond, which links nucleotides
in transcribed RNA. The 7-methylguanosine cap is formed
by the action of three enzymes (Figure 1b). (i) The 5′

triphosphate group on nascent RNA, ppp(5′)X, is hydrolysed
by an RNA 5′ triphosphatase to produce diphosphate–RNA,

pp(5′)X. (ii) A guanylyltransferase catalyses the addition of
GMP to the diphosphate–RNA to produce the guanosine
cap, G(5′)ppp(5′)X via a two-step reversible reaction. Initially,
the guanylyltransferase reacts with the α-phosphate of GTP,
forming an enzyme–GMP intermediate, Gp-Enz, and releasing
pyrophosphate, PPi. The GMP is transferred from Gp-Enz to
pp(5′)X to create G(5′)ppp(5′)X, and the enzyme is regenerated.
Finally, (iii) an RNMT [RNA (guanine-7-) methyltransferase]
catalyses the methylation of the guanosine cap at the N-7 position
to produce the 7-methylguanosine cap, m7G(5′)ppp(5′)X. SAM
(S-adenosylmethionine) is used as the methyl donor.

Addition of the 7-methylguanosine cap is often referred to
as ‘capping’, and the enzymes that catalyse the reactions are
referred to as the ‘capping enzymes’. In the present review,
the processes of guanosine cap addition and guanosine cap
methylation are discussed distinctly and referred to as ‘capping’
and ‘cap methylation’ respectively.

Much of the characterization of the biochemical pathway
which produces the 7-methylguanosine cap has been carried
out in the yeast species Saccharomyces cerevisiae and
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, or in vitro using the enzymes
encoded by these organisms. The three enzymic activities
required to synthesize the 7-methylguanosine cap are present
as three separate proteins in S. cerevisiae and S. pombe. Cet1p
and Pct1 are the triphosphatases, Ceg1p and Pch1 are the
guanylyltransferases, and Abd1 and Pcm1 are the RNMTs in
S. cerevisiae and S. pombe respectively [4–6]. In mammals
and other metazoa, the triphosphatase and guanylytransferase
activities are found in the same polypeptide, called CE
(capping enzyme) or RNGTT (RNA guanylyltransferase and
5′ triphosphatase) [7–10]. The mammalian RNMT is a
distinct protein [8,10,11]. The guanylyltransferases and cap
methyltransferases are conserved in structure and mode of action
from yeast to metazoa, whereas the RNA triphosphatases are quite
different in structure and mode of action in yeast and metazoa [1].

Higher organisms may have evolved to have the triphosphatase
and guanylyltransferase on one polypeptide to permit efficient

Abbreviations used: CBC, cap-binding complex; CBP, cap-binding protein; CDK, cyclin-dependent kinase; CE, capping enzyme; CTD, C-terminal
domain; DSIF, DRB (5,6-dichloro-1-β-D-ribofuranosylbenzimidazole) sensitivity inducing factor; eIF, eukaryotic initiation factor; NELF, negative elongation
factor; P-TEFb, positive transcription elongation factor b; RNGTT, RNA guanylyltransferase and 5′ triphosphatase; RNMT, RNA (guanine-7-)
methyltransferase; SAH, S-adenosylhomocysteine; SAHH, SAH hydrolase; SAM, S-adenosylmethionine; TFIIH, transcription factor IIH; UTR, untranslated
region; xSAHH, Xenopus laevis SAHH.
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Figure 1 Synthesis of the 7-methylguanosine cap

(a) The 7-methylguanosine cap. The methyl group of 7-methylguanosine is indicated in red.
(b) Reactions that synthesize the 7-methylguanosine cap. The synthesis is described in detail
in the text. Enzymes which catalyse reactions are indicated above the reactions, and the
names of the enzymes from S. cerevisiae, S. pombe and Homo sapiens are indicated below
the reactions.

co-ordination of the reactions required for guanosine cap
addition. Some viruses, including vaccinia virus, encode a single
polypeptide containing the triphosphatase, guanylyltransferase
and methyltransferase, thus permitting efficient capping and cap
methylation [1]. The fact that higher organisms have retained
a distinct guanosine capping enzyme (CE/RNGTT) and RNMT
permits differential regulation of guanosine capping and cap
methylation [12,13].

PROCESSES DEPENDENT ON CAP METHYLATION

The 7-methylguanosine cap has been demonstrated to influence
several steps of gene expression, including transcription, splicing,
polyadenylation, nuclear export of mRNA, translation and mRNA
stability, and these are discussed individually below. For some of
these processes, the role of the 7-methylguanosine cap and the
unmethylated guanosine cap have been compared, whereas for
other processes, only the role of the 7-methylguanosine cap has
been investigated.

Transcription elongation

mRNA capping and cap methylation occur ‘co-transcriptionally’,
that is, as the RNA is being transcribed. Furthermore, generation
of the 7-methylguanosine cap and the enzymes which catalyse
this process promote transcription elongation. This is discussed
in more detail below in the discussion of the mechanism of mRNA
cap methylation.

Splicing

RNA splicing is dependent on the 7-methylguanosine cap. In vitro,
the splicing reaction has been demonstrated to be dependent on
the substrate RNA having a 7-methylguanosine cap and could be
inhibited by free 7-methylguanosine [14,15]. Splicing of the first
intron was found to be particularly dependent on the presence of
a 7-methylguanosine cap [16]. These findings were consolidated
in vivo by work carried out in Xenopus laevis oocytes, where
microinjected non-guanosine-capped mRNA, A(5′)ppp(5′)G, was
spliced less efficiently than 7-methylguanosine-capped mRNA,
m7G(5′)ppp(5′)X. The 7-methylguanosine cap promoted splicing
predominantly on the 5′ proximal intron [17]. Use of temperature-
sensitive mutants of the guanylyltransferase Ceg1 have allowed
rapid inhibition of capping in S. cerevisiae [18–20]. Inhibition of
capping led to a defect in splicing, but the severity was dependent
on the Ceg1 mutation and was gene-specific. The proportion
of genes that are dependent on the 7-methylguanosine cap for
splicing is not known for either yeast or mammals.

The dependency of splicing on the 7-methylguanosine cap
is mediated by the heterodimeric CBC (cap-binding complex),
which consists of CBP80 (cap-binding protein 80) and CBP20.
Immunodepletion of this complex from HeLa cell extracts
inhibited in vitro splicing reactions [21]. Microinjection of
X. laevis oocytes with antibodies raised against CBP20 inhibited
CBP20 interaction with the mRNA cap and inhibited splicing
[22]. CBC interacts with splicing complex components and is
required for efficient recognition of the 5′-splice site on the
5′-proximal intron [23,24]. These findings support the model that
splice sites are defined by interactions which span exons [25].

mRNA translation

From yeast to humans, the 7-methylguanosine cap is necessary
for the translation of most mRNAs, with the exception of a
subset of mRNAs translated by internal ribosome entry [26].
Initially, methylation of the guanosine cap was demonstrated to
be necessary for efficient translation in cell-free systems [27,28].
In vivo, mRNA injected into X. laevis oocytes was translated
more efficiently if it contained a 7-methylguanosine cap [29,30].
In S. cerevisiae, temperature-sensitive mutants of Abd1 were
synthesized, which facilitated rapid inhibition of Abd1 in vivo.
This resulted in a rapid and almost complete loss of protein
synthesis, consistent with mRNA cap methylation being essential
for the efficient translation of most mRNAs [31].

Cap-dependent translation initiates with eIF4F (eukaryotic
initiation factor 4F) complex formation on the 7-methylguanosine
cap. This is required for the 5′ end of mRNA to be recruited to
the 43S initiation complex containing the 40S ribosomal subunit,
associated initiation factors and the initiator tRNA tRNAiMet [32].
The first mRNA-dependent step of translation is the binding of the
eIF4F complex to the 7-methylguanosine cap, which is mediated
by the eIF4E subunit. eIF4E has a significantly higher affinity for
the 7-methylguanosine cap than the unmethylated guanosine cap,
and this has been hypothesized to prevent free cellular GTP from
interfering with translation initiation [33].
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mRNA polyadenylation

mRNA is modified at the 3′ end by endonucleolytic cleavage and
addition of the poly(A) tail [34]. In vitro, the endonucleolytic
cleavage step is dependent on the CBC [35]. A recent study
used chromatin immunoprecipitations to demonstrate that the
mammalian capping enzyme RNGTT/CE and the mammalian
cap methyltransferase RNMT are localized not only at the 5′ end
of the gene but are also found throughout the gene, including
a significant fraction at the 3′ end of the gene [36]. Potentially,
the capping enzyme and cap methyltransferase could influence
polyadenylation at this stage.

In S. cerevisiae, when capping was inhibited rapidly using
temperature-sensitive mutants of the capping enzyme Ceg1,
polyadenylation of CHY2 mRNA was unaffected [18]. The length
of poly(A) tails on total mRNA was investigated and was also
not significantly altered following inhibition of capping [18].
Therefore, in S. cerevisiae, polyadenylation of mRNA appears
to be largely independent of the 7-methylguanosine cap.

Nuclear export of mRNA

Nuclear export of a subset of mRNAs is dependent on the
7-methylguanosine cap. Nuclear export of microinjected mRNA
in X. laevis oocytes could be inhibited by 7-methylguanosine-
capped RNA, but not uncapped mRNA [37]. Export of snRNAs
(small nuclear RNAs) was also shown to be dependent on the CBC
in X. laevis oocytes [22]. However, inactivation of temperature-
sensitive mutants of the guanylyltransferase Ceg1 in S. cerevisiae
did not alter the distribution of mRNA between the nucleus
and cytoplasm, and therefore the 7-methylguanosine cap is not
required for the export of the majority of mRNAs in this organism
[18].

mRNA stability

The presence of a 7-methylguanosine cap can protect mRNA from
degradation. When RNA was microinjected into X. laevis oocytes
or incubated in mammalian cell extracts, 7-methylguanosine
and unmethylated guanosine-capped mRNA was significantly
more stable than uncapped mRNA [38,39]. Subsequently, the
7-methylguanosine cap was found to protect mRNA from degrad-
ation by exonuclease activity [40]. Use of temperature-sensitive
mutants of the S. cerevisiae guanylyltransferase Ceg1 facilitated
rapid inhibition of guanosine capping in vivo [18–20]. Although
some mRNAs were rapidly degraded following loss of Ceg1
activity, others were relatively stable and therefore the necessity
for a guanosine cap to stabilize mRNA may be dependent on
the RNA sequence, secondary structure, or some other gene-
specific factor. It is also a possibility that mRNA stability is more
dependent on the guanosine cap in higher organsims.

Methylation of the mRNA guanosine cap also has the potential
to indirectly regulate mRNA stability. The capping reaction
catalysed by the guanylyltransferase is reversible, and the product
of the back reaction, uncapped mRNA, is degraded rapidly by
exonucleases (Figure 1b) [38,40]. Once the guanosine cap is
methylated, it is no longer a substrate for the guanylyltransferase,
and, since cap methylation appears to be irreversible, it indirectly
stabilizes the RNA. Current data, however, suggest that, in vivo,
the 5′ end of mRNA only encounters a significant concentration
of guanylyltransferase during transcription (see below), and
therefore mRNA cap methylation may not be required to inhibit
the guanosine cap removal catalysed by the guanylyltransferase
[41]. Experiments carried out in S. cerevisiae and X. laevis
oocytes also indicate that cap methylation plays a relatively

minor role in mRNA stability. Unmethylated-capped mRNA and
7-methylguanosine-capped mRNA were equivalently stable when
injected into X. laevis oocytes [38]. However, these cells are
unusual since they appear to lack decapping activity, and therefore
these results may not be able to be extrapolated to all vertebrate
cells. Inhibition of the S. cerevisiae cap methyltransferase Abd1
in vivo also resulted in a relatively small fall in the mRNA
levels of the genes investigated [20,31]. In contrast, as described
previously, inhibition of the S. cerevisiae guanylyltransferase
Ceg1 resulted in almost complete loss of the same mRNAs over
the same time course [20,31].

RNMT CATALYSES THE CAP METHYLATION REACTION

Methylation of the guanosine cap on the N-7 position is
catalysed by the enzyme RNMT. Mammalian RNA guanine-
7 cap methyltransferase activities were first isolated from rat
liver and HeLa cells based on in vitro cap methylation assays
[42,43]. The first cellular cap methyltransferase to be identified
was the RNMT from S. cerevisiae, ABD1, on the basis of sequence
homology to the cap methyltransferase domain found in the
vaccinia virus D1 subunit [6]. The cap methyltransferases from
S. cerevisiae and mammals appear to be isolated as monomers
and are able to function effectively as such [6,42,44]. The
S. pombe cap methyltransferase Pcm1 is isolated in a complex
with the guanylyltransferase and P-TEFb (positive transcription
elongation factor b), but these factors have not been reported to
alter the activity of Pcm1 [45].

Following the identification of ABD1 as a cap methyltrans-
ferase, it was demonstrated to be required for cell growth,
providing the first genetic evidence that mRNA cap methylation
has an essential function in cells [6]. Subsequently the human
cap methyltransferase RNMT was also found to be required
for mammalian cell survival [46,47]. Since both RNMT and
ABD1 are essential genes, there is not another pleiotropic cap
methyltransferase that can compensate for loss of RNMT or
ABD1. The cellular cap methyltransferases are highly conserved,
including the SAM-binding site/motif I, VLD/ELGCGKG, which
is essential for catalysis (Figure 2a) [8,10,11,44,48]. In particular,
the C-terminus of RNMT and Abd1 are highly homologous,
and the C-terminus of RNMT can substitute for ABD1
in S. cerevisiae [44]. Furthermore, the entire S. cerevisiae
capping apparatus, that is, the RNA triphosphatase CET1, the
guanylyltransferase CEG1, and the cap methyltransferase ABD1,
can be replaced by the mammalian bifunctional capping enzyme
CE/RNGTT and the cap methyltransferase RNMT [44]. The
N-terminal 110 amino acids of Abd1 and the N-terminal 120
amino acids of the human cap methyltransferase RNMT are
not essential for in vitro cap methyltransferase activity or for
cell growth and survival (Figure 2a) [44,46,49]. At present, the
function of the N-terminus of the cellular cap methyltransferases
is not known.

When ABD1 was first demonstrated to be an essential gene, it
was not clear whether this was due to the cap methyltransferase
activity of the enzyme or some other hypothetical function of the
protein. Subsequently, a series of point mutations were made in
ABD1 (and in the analogous residues in RNMT) (Figure 2a).
All point mutants that inhibited the enzymic activity were
essential for cell growth and survival, strengthening the hypothesis
that RNMT activity is essential for cell survival (Figure 2a)
[31,44,48,49]. Interestingly, some point mutations in regions that
are identical from yeast to humans were not found to be essential
for cap methylation or yeast viability [31]. It remains to be
seen whether such regions are required under specific growth
conditions.
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Figure 2 RNMT functional domains

(a) The minimal domain required for cap methyltransferase activity is indicated (residues
120–476). The SAM-binding domain/motif I, VL(E/D)LGCGKG, is shown. Residues essential
for cap methyltransferase activity and cell viability are indicated in red: residues found in the
human mRNA cap methytransferase RNMT are indicated in normal type; and those found in
the S. cerevisiae cap methyltransferase ABD1 are indicated in italics. (b) Nuclear localization
signals are indicated in green. Importin α (Impα)- and RNA-binding sites are indicated in pink.

Other residues which are essential for RNMT function in vivo
are those which ensure correct localization [46] (Figure 2b).
RNMT is thought to function predominantly, if not entirely, in
the nucleus at the initiation of transcription, and was localized
to the nucleus by use of an RNMT–GFP (where GFP is green
fluorescent protein) fusion protein [50]. The nuclear localization
of RNMT is critical for its function. A truncation mutant (human
RNMT residues 144–476), which localizes to the cytosol, was
enzymically active but unable to rescue cells deficient in RNMT
[46]. Three alternate nuclear localization signals were identified
in human RNMT, K80KRK, K103KRKR and K126RK.

All discussion of the human cap methyltransferase RNMT
refers to the dominant isoform in the present review. However,
three splice variant cDNAs transcribed from the RNMT gene,
designated hCMT1a, b and c, were cloned from human colon
mucosa and transcripts for all three variants were expressed in
a variety of tissues [8]. hCMT1c is the predominant isoform
of RNMT discussed in the present review and is 476 amino
acids long. hCMT1a encodes the same protein as hCMT1c, but
has a different 5′- and 3′-UTR (untranslated region). hCMT1b
encodes a distinct protein which is 504 amino acids long; it
has the same N-terminal 464 amino acids as hCMT1c and
differs thereafter. Recombinant hCMT1a/c was demonstrated to
be active in an in vitro RNA methyltransferase assay, whereas
hCM1b was not. Since the different RNMT isoforms have
different UTRs, the potential exists for them to be differentially
regulated, and changing the ratio of active hCMT1a/c isoforms to
inactive hCMT1b isoform could potentially regulate cellular cap
methyltransferase activity. However, this remains speculation at
this stage, since hCMT1b has not yet been demonstrated to be
expressed at the protein level.

mRNA CAP METHYLATION OCCURS CO-TRANSCRIPTIONALLY

As discussed above, mRNA cap methylation occurs ‘co-
transcriptionally’, i.e. as the RNA to which it is added is being
transcribed (Figure 3). The 5′-end of nascent RNA is guanosine

Figure 3 mRNA cap methylation occurs co-transcriptionally

RNA polymerase II is recruited to chromatin with the CTD hypophosphorylated. At the initiation
of transcription, TFIIH phosphorylates CTD on Ser5. Enzymes which catalyse the formation
of the 7-methylguanosine cap, RNGTT and RNMT, are recruited to the phosphorylated CTD,
proximal to their substrate, the 5′ end of nascent RNA. An animation of this Figure is available
at http://www.BiochemJ.org/bj/425/0295/bj4250295add.htm.

capped, and the guanosine cap is methylated as the RNA emerges
from RNA polymerase II, in the vicinity of the RNA polymerase
II large subunit CTD (C-terminal domain) [41,51,52]. The CTD
contains approx. 50 repeats (depending on the species) of the con-
sensus sequence YSTPSPS and can be phosphorylated on multiple
residues, with Ser2 and Ser5 phosphorylation being the most com-
prehensively characterized [53,54]. The CTD forms a docking site
for the enzymes and factors which mediate RNA modifications,
including mRNA cap methylation, splicing and polyadenylation.
The CTD residues are phosphorylated and dephosphorylated
during distinct stages of gene transcription, and the different
patterns of phosphorylation are thought to form a ‘CTD code’
that dictates which enzymes and factors are recruited, retained or
removed from the transcribing polymerase [41,51,52]. Thus RNA
modifications are correctly co-ordinated in space and time.

RNA polymerase II is recruited to chromatin with the CTD
unphosphorylated [53,54]. During transcription initiation, the
CTD is phosphorylated on Ser5 by CDK7 (cyclin-dependent
kinase 7), which is a subunit of the basic transcription factor
TFIIH (transcription factor IIH). At this stage, the polymerase
pauses under the influence of DSIF [DRB (5,6-dichloro-
1-β-D-ribofuranosylbenzimidazole) sensitivity inducing factor]
and NELF (negative elongation factor). The enzymes which
create the 7-methylguanosine cap in yeast and mammals were
found to be recruited preferentially to the RNA polymerase
II CTD when it is phosphorylated on Ser5 [7,55–57]. The
guanylyltransferases also bind to Spt5, a component of DSIF,
or the analogous complex in yeast, Spt4-Spt5 [58–60]. Thus the
guanosine-capping enzymes and the cap methyltransferase are
recruited to their substrate, the 5′ end of nascent RNA, as it
emerges from the RNA polymerase II complex. Furthermore,
the guanylyltransferase is also stimulated by interactions with
Ser5-phosphorylated CTD and Spt5 [59,61]. Guanosine capping
was demonstrated to be enhanced on RNA that is being
actively transcribed compared with free RNA [12]. However,
stimulation of capping on actively transcribed RNA was only
partially dependent on the CTD [12]. This suggests that the
capping enzyme may also be recruited by another domain of
RNA polymerase II or another component of the transcription
apparatus.

mRNA CAP METHYLATION-DEPENDENT TRANSCRIPTION

Shortly after transcription initiates, RNA polymerase II ‘pauses’
and transcription stops. Release from this arrest into productive
transcription elongation is now recognized to be a major point
in the control of transcription [62]. The guanylyltransferases and
methyltransferases are recruited to RNA polymerase II during
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pausing, and release from pausing into transcription elongation is
partially dependent on these enzymes.

One of the initial findings that suggested a relationship between
cap methylation and RNA polymerase II-dependent transcription
was that, in vitro, SAH (S-adenosylhomocysteine), an inhibitor
of methylation reactions, was found to inhibit the initiation
of transcription by RNA polymerase II [63]. SAH did not
inhibit transcription elongation, or the activity, of purified RNA
polymerase II, and therefore this implied that a methylation
reaction which occurred early on during the transcription of a
gene was coupled to transcription initiation. Subsequently, the
mammalian capping enzyme CE/RNGTT was found to relieve
transcriptional repression mediated by NELF [64]. At least in
vitro, catalytically inactive CE/RNGTT mutants could also relieve
repression mediated by NELF, equivalently to the wild-type
enzyme [64]. This implies that it is the CE/RNGTT protein itself,
rather than the process of guanosine capping, or the guanosine
cap, that relieves repression mediated by NELF. The relationship
between guanosine capping and transcription elongation was also
observed in vivo when mutations in the yeast capping enzyme
Ceg1 caused defects in transcription elongation [65].

Inactivation and mutation of the S. cerevisiae cap
methyltransferase Abd1 also inhibited RNA polymerase II
recruitment to promoters and movement through the gene in
vivo [66]. Similar to what was observed for capping enzyme-
stimulated transcription, an Abd1 mutant defective for cap
methyltransferase activity could promote RNA polymerase II
recruitment to most of the genes investigated, suggesting that it is
the cap methyltransferase protein itself, rather than the process of
cap methylation or the 7-methylguanosine cap, which stimulates
transcription [66].

Transcription elongation is dependent on the P-TEFb [67].
P-TEFb, which contains the kinase CDK9, phosphorylates the
RNA polymerase II CTD on Ser2 and relieves repression mediated
by DSIF/NELF, thus promoting transcription elongation. In
S. pombe, CDK9 was isolated in a complex with all three enzymes
required for cap methylation, i.e. the triphosphatase Pct1, the
guanosine-capping enzyme Pch1 and the cap methyltransferase
Pcm1 [45,68]. The interaction between the S. pombe cap
methyltransferase Pcm1 and CDK9 is such that all detectable
Pcm1 can be cleared from cell extracts by an immunoprecipitation
with CDK9 [69]. Pcm1 was found to mediate recruitment of
P-TEFb to chromatin and CTD Ser2 phosphorylation [69,70].
In Caenorhabditis elegans, a similiar relationship between the
capping enzyme and P-TEFb is implied by the finding that
inhibition of expression of the capping enzyme Cel-1 resulted
in loss of CTD Ser2 phosphorylation, without loss of CDK9
expression [71]. It remains to be seen in S. cerevisiae and
mammalian systems, where such an avid interaction between
CDK9 and the cap methyltransferase has not been documented,
whether P-TEFb recruitment is also dependent on the cap
methyltransferase.

Although the experiments described above demonstrate that
the guanosine-capping enzymes and cap methyltransferases
promote transcription elongation, they do not appear to be
required, at least for transcription of a subset of genes in
S. cerevisiae. Following inhibition of the capping enzyme Ceg1
in S. cerevisiae, transcription of at least some genes occurred
independently of capping [20]. Furthermore, following inhibition
of the S. cerevisiae methyltransferase Abd1, a subset of genes
did not exhibit loss of recruitment of RNA polymerase II [66].
In another study, inhibition of Abd1 using temperature-sensitive
mutants lead to a minor loss in transcript level, which paralleled
a loss in rRNA expression, which is not predicted to be directly
dependent on cap methylation [31]. These studies suggest that

the role of the capping enzymes and cap methyltransferases in
transcription elongation is gene-specific in S. cerevisiae, and this
may be the case in other species too.

REGULATION OF mRNA CAP METHYLATION

The mRNA guanosine cap is methylated predominantly, if not
entirely, as RNA polymerase II is paused, shortly after the
initiation of transcription. As described above, at this stage the
CTD of RNA polymerase II is phosphorylated on Ser5, and
this forms a docking site for the mRNA cap methyltransferase
(Figure 3). Known regulators of mRNA cap methylation either
increase the activity of the cap methyltransferase or regulate
recruitment of the cap methyltransferase to RNA polymerase II.
The regulators of cap methylation described below have typically
only been studied in one species or a few closely related ones.
However, due to the high degree of homology between all the
cap methyltransferases, and the fact that the mammalian cap
methyltransferase can functionally substitute for the S. cerevisiae
cap methyltransferase in vivo, it is likely that the regulators
function with some equivalence in all species in which they are
expressed [44].

SAM

Certain Abd1 temperature-sensitive mutants cause a severe
growth defect at the restrictive temperature, and a screen for
suppressors of this phenotype identified SAM synthase, the
enzyme which synthesizes the methyl donor SAM as a critical
activator of cap methyltransferase activity [31]. Furthermore, the
growth defect was also suppressed in a dose-dependent manner
by incubation in SAM, which indicates that it is levels of SAM
rather than the SAM synthase protein itself that directly stimulates
Abd1 activity.

cdc34

The same screen for suppressors of temperature-sensitive mutants
of Abd1 also identified a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme, cdc34
[31]. Mutations that affect the ubiquitin-conjugating activity
of cdc34 or its interaction with the E3–SCF (where SCF is
Skp1/cullin/F-box) complex inhibited rescue of the growth defect,
correlating the functional interaction of cdc34 with Abd1 with
its ubiquitin-conjugating activity. cdc34 did not affect ABD1
transcript levels (or SAM synthase transcript levels, as discussed
above). Many possible scenarios exist for how cdc34 may regulate
Abd1. cdc34 may positively regulate Abd1 either by directly
ubiquitating Abd1 or a co-activator, thus increasing their activity.
Alternatively, cdc34 may ubiquitinate a repressor of Adb1 and
target it for degradation.

Importin α

The nuclear transporter importin α was found to interact directly
with RNMT in a yeast two-hybrid interaction screen [50].
Importin α enhanced RNMT binding to capped mRNA and
enhanced RNMT activity in vitro. Importin α forms a complex
with importin β and transports nuclear localization signal-
containing proteins to the nucleus [72]. On encountering a high
concentration of RanGTP in the nucleus, this complex dissociates,
releasing the transported proteins. Importin β alone had no effect
on in vitro RNMT activity, but inhibited importin α binding to
RNMT and enhancement of RNMT activity. RanGTP inhibited
this action of importin β. Therefore importin α stimulation of
RNMT probably predominates in the nucleus where RanGTP
levels are high and importin α and β are dissociated.
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SIGNALLING PATHWAYS THAT REGULATE mRNA CAP
METHYLATION

The potential also exists for mRNA cap methylation to be
regulated in response to cellular signalling pathways. Currently,
few examples exist and the details are limited.

Myc

The proto-oncogenes c-Myc and N-Myc (neuroblastoma-derived
Myc) are up-regulated in response to growth factors and are
essential for the proliferative response. The Myc proteins are weak
transcription factors which typically up-regulate mRNA levels by
2-fold. Expression of the Myc proteins was also demonstrated
to up-regulate mRNA cap methylation on specific target mRNAs
[73,74]. Using antibodies raised against 7-methylguanosine to
purify 7-methylguanosine-capped mRNA, c-Myc was found to
up-regulate mRNA cap methylation on its transcriptional targets
by up to 8-fold. Significantly, c-Myc was found to up-regulate
cap methylation more than transcription for most transcriptional
target genes investigated, resulting in greater c-Myc-induced gene
expression than had been previously recognized. Myc proteins
could also induce mRNA cap methylation on mRNAs that were
not transcriptional targets of Myc.

Although Myc is a transcription factor, Myc-induced up-
regulation of mRNA cap methylation is not simply a result of
increased transcription of components of the cap methylation
apparatus. Myc mutants lacking transcriptional activity could up-
regulate mRNA cap methylation of certain transcripts, implying
that Myc proteins have a relatively direct effect on mRNA cap
methylation. Myc binds close to transcription initiation sites
[75,76], and was found to bind directly to components of TFIIH,
to enhance recruitment of TFIIH to initiation sites, and to
increase RNA polymerase II phosphorylation on Ser5 of the CTD
(Figure 4a) [73]. Since RNMT binds to Ser5-phosphorylated CTD
[57], Myc-induced RNA polymerase II phosphorylation is likely
to increase the length of time that RNMT is recruited to genes,
thus increasing the probability of an mRNA guanosine cap being
methylated. It has yet to be proven, however, that Myc promotes
increased RNMT recruitment, and the exact mechanism of Myc-
induced cap methylation is unresolved.

Although immunoprecipitations carried out with anti-
7-methylguanosine antibodies can indicate the relative level of cap
methylation of a gene product, they cannot determine the absolute
level of cap methylation. However, the fact that cap methylation
can be up-regulated more than transcription, or independently
of transcription, means that pools of mRNAs are present in
the cell which are unmethylated on the guanosine cap. If cap
methylation can only occur at the initiation of transcription,
then such unmethylated mRNAs will be weakly translated
until degraded. If, however, mRNA cap methylation could be
regulated post-transcriptionally, then unmethylated mRNAs will
represent a dormant pool that could potentially be activated
by cap methylation. Although mRNA can be cap methylated
in cell extracts in vitro [42], physiological examples of post-
transcriptional cap methylation have not been reported.

E2F1

E2F1 was also demonstrated to up-regulate mRNA cap
methylation for a subset of its transcriptional targets [74]. E2F1
is a transcription factor which promotes cell proliferation and has
a number of functional similarities to the Myc proteins, including
binding proximal to transcription initiation sites [77]. Presumably
E2F1 regulates cap methylation using a similar mechanism to
c-Myc.

Figure 4 Up-regulation of mRNA cap methylation

(a) Myc binds to DNA proximal to transcription initation sites. Myc binds to TFIIH subunits,
promotes TFIIH recruitment to chromatin and enhances CTD phosphorylation. Then RNGTT
and RNMT bind to phosphorylated CTD and catalyse formation of the 7-methylguanosine cap.
(b) SAM is the methyl donor for the cap methylation reaction catalysed by the mRNA cap
methyltransferase RNMT. SAH is the byproduct of the reaction, which inhibits RNMT. SAHH
hydrolyses SAH to adenosine and homocysteine, thus relieving repression of the RNMT.

SAHH (SAH hydrolase)

The enzyme SAHH (also known as AHCY) has the potential to
regulate the majority of methylation reactions, including mRNA
cap methylation. SAH is a by-product of cellular methylation
reactions that inhibits methyltransferases (Figure 4b) [78]. SAHH
hydrolyses SAH, thus relieving repression of methyltransferases
(Figure 4b). mRNA cap methylation has been proposed to be up-
regulated by the X. laevis SAHH xSAHH during X. laevis oocyte
gastrulation [79,80]. During gastrulation, xSAHH is gradually
translocated from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, coinciding with
the increase in zygotic mRNA synthesis [79]. In support of a
role for SAHH in co-transcriptional mRNA cap methylation,
a fraction of xSAHH was found to co-localize with RNA
polymerase II on nascent transcripts [79], and xSAHH could
be immunoprecipitated with the X. laevis cap methyltransferase
[80]. It is worth noting that an increase in cap methyltransferase
activity was observed during X. laevis maturation, although the
mechanism was not explored, and it is not clear whether it was
dependent on a change in xSAHH activity [30].

In mammalian cell systems, SAHH was identified as a Myc
target gene that was up-regulated by increased transcription and
cap methylation [81]. The up-regulation of SAHH was necessary
to permit Myc-induced cap methylation but not transcription.
Myc-induced SAHH up-regulation was also necessary for Myc-
induced protein synthesis and cell proliferation, thus correlating
cap methylation with the core Myc functions. Although SAHH
has the potential to regulate all methylation reactions, only Myc-
induced cap methyation was SAHH-dependent, whereas
Myc-induced total RNA, DNA and protein methylation were not.
This suggests that either the RNMT is accutely sensitive to SAH
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levels, or that the local concentration of SAH rises to significant
levels around sites of mRNA cap methylation.

DEMETHYLASES AND DECAPPING ENZYMES?

The major mechanism by which the mRNA cap methylation
is reversed is ‘decapping’, which is the removal of the entire
7-methylguanosine cap [82–84]. There are two major decapping
pathways that initiate following repression of translation. Dcp2
and its associated proteins hydrolyse 7-methylguanosine-capped
mRNA, producing m7GDP and monophosphate-RNA, which
is degraded rapidly in a 5′ to 3′ direction by exonucleases.
DcpS hydrolyses the 7-methylguanosine structure following
degradation of the mRNA from the 3′ end, releasing m7GMP,
and therefore is described as a scavenger enzyme. Decapping can
be regulated at several stages, which can affect all, or a specific
subset of, mRNAs [82–84].

Decapping removes the entire 7-methylguanosine cap.
Currently, demethylation of 7-methylguanosine has not been
described and, to our knowledge, there is no experimental
evidence to suggest that such a demethylase will be identified.

CONCLUSION

The 7-methylguanosine cap is essential for mRNA translation
and cell viability from yeast to mammals. It also has a role
in transcription elongation, mRNA stability and degradation,
and mediates other RNA processing events, including splicing,
poly(A) tail addition and nuclear export. The effect of the
7-methylguanosine cap on these processes varies in different
experimental systems, which raises the possibility that the
7-methylguanosine cap has gene-specific, cell-lineage-specific
and species-specific roles. Given the recent observations that
mRNA cap methylation can be regulated by cellular transcription
factors, the precise role of the 7-methylguanosine cap in has
become even more intriguing.
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